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BUT THE HALIFAX REACHED HOME

During a recent attack on the Ruhr, a Halifaxwas hit by anti-aircraft

fire before reaching the target, and again after bombing. Twenty minutes

later, a Junkers 88 dived out of the clouds, and before it was driven off by
the tail-gunner it had raked the Halifax with shells and machine-gun bullets,

The fabric and stays of the entire starboard side of the tail plane were

ripped away, putting the starboard rudder and elevator out of action. Shells

also burst across the wings, striking the port outer engine, which stopped.
The petrol tanks were also damaged.

The Halifax was in danger of stalling, and gradually lost height. Over

the North Sea it dropped from 11,000 to 9,000 foot, and was down to 5,000 feet

when it reached the English coast.

"Just after we had crossed the coast, the starboard outer-engine started

to stutter, then all throe remaining engines packed up," said the pilot, a

New Zealander.

"I gave the order to abandon aircraft, 'The navigator went first, then

the wireless operator, and when we wore down to eight hundred feet, the

flight-engineer Jumped, Re were then too low for anybody else to have a

chance. But the port-inner engine suddenly picked up again, and I was just
able to guide the aircraft between two trees which seemed to shoot up in

front of me, .The wings and tail hit the branches as we crashed through,
I landed in a turnip field, and pulled' up at the edge of a wood,"

Almost at once, the pilot saw that the tip of the port-wing had caught

fire. He climbed out of the upper escape hatch, ran along the wing, and

put out the fire by smothering it with his parachute and stamping on it.

The crew were able to travel buck to their own aerodrome in the North of

England the same day, Those who baled out, and the rest who had to remain

in the bomber, all escaped injury, except the tail-gunner. He was no more

than bruised and shaken by the landing as his turret hit the ground.


